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The Profitable Niche Worksheet 

Use this quick set of questions to understand your “profitable niche”.

Part 1: Who are you “BEING”  

Your success in life and business is largely dependent on who you are being every moment of your 
life.  

For example, if you are frustrated with your current results in your business.  You know, like you want 
more profits yet you are not sure what to do.  It might be easy to slide into place of frustration.  

Frustration is an emotion that makes it hard to think clearly about your next steps. 

Frustration will hinder your ability to attract new business.

Frustration will shape what you think is possible.

This means you are BEING frustrated.  

However, you don't have to just accept frustration as your way of being.  It is a CHOICE.  It is YOUR 
choice.

1) Who do you need to BE to have the success you want?  The key work here is BE.

2)    Who are you BEING right now as it relates to your goals?

These are deep questions that might make you question the value of this exercise.  But give it a try 
to see what comes up.  If you can clearly state the BEING you are now and the future state of how 
you want to show up...you can see the gap. It is not good nor bad...it just is.

Take some time to think about your answers to these questions before carrying forward.

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .
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Part 2: Finding Your Target Market

In this exercise you will list a handful of groups (or target markets) that you believe are a good fit for 
you.  We start here because this is too big of a decision to just select the first one that comes to 
mind.  Let this worksheet guide you through the process to narrow your list to two or three markets 
that you will research even more in the following worksheets.

Make a list of 5 or 6 possible target markets that you like to work with...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Keep in mind each of these target markets will have different pains and different needs for your 
service.  This is the place where you get the big list  and the next steps will further refine the list to 
give you the RIGHT target markets to explore deeper.

• Don't be worried about the size of the market (almost impossible to get too small-I have 
examples of micro-niches that are seemingly tiny).

• Don't worry about your previous experience with this group
• Don't be concerned with the profitability of this group

We will address each of these parts in the following steps of this process.

Instructions for this table:
1) Put the possible target markets that you listed on the previous page in the 1st “row” of this 

table. They should all be different enough that you can complete the next step.

2) Read the questions and decide where the checks should go. There should be no more than 3 
checks per row.   If you need more than 4 checks re-examine the possible target markets and 
determine if you have selected the right target markets.  

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .
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Put your list of target markets in the 
column to the right.

A) Which do you already have clients with? 
(Or connections if you are just starting out?)

B) Which do you really understand? Do you know 
their challenges and aspirations?

C) Do you really care about this group? 

D) Do you have great results in this industry already? 
Can you tell a great story about value and 
impact?

E) Which do you ones would you like to become 
part of your legacy?

Total Checkmarks:

The final part of this exercise is to look to see which of these target markets you would like to 
explore further.  It should be clear by tallying the “check marks”.  

Put the three target markets that you are going to carry forward to the next Module.
1.
2.
3.

Note:  The main idea of this exercise is to narrow down the target markets from a big list so 
that you don't just take the first one that comes to mind.  Inside the next module you will 
research and clarify the driving needs and pains of each of the target markets so that you are 
making an educated decision as you move forward.

Before moving into finding your niche, your next step will be to interview and research these 
target markets.  You will struggle with the next steps if you don't validate your selection.  I 
have a list of questions that you can use if you are not sure where to start, but I ask that you 
reach out to me before I just send you some questions.  My email address is in the footer of 
this worksheet.

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .
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PART 2: Selecting Your Niche 
& PROFITABLE NICHE

Many believe that identifying your Target Market is narrow enough.  They say “Let me just stop there.”  But 
finding the PROFITABLE niche is finding the slice of the market that is ideal for you and your business.  It is 
the section of the audience that appreciates what you offer.  They are also willing to invest to solve their 
pains.  Here is your chance to identify your NICHE with some additional questions to filter out the segments 
of your target market that will waste your time.

Honestly, I wish I had known this before because not all parts of the business are created equal. I would not have 
wasted so much time on growing my business. 

If you have any troubles with finding sub-markets of your Target Market you can create sub-markets by 
looking at geography, revenue, # of employees, market position (high-end vs low end), the stage of business.  
I hope this helps you narrow it to your IDEAL.

Target Market: _________________________________________________  (should be specific)

Use these questions to complete the chart on the next page: 

1) Break up your Target Market into sub-markets?  Start with 4 (add more if needed)

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

2) What makes them UNIQUE? Why are they a sub-market?

3) List special PROBLEMS and PAINS for the sub-market.

4) How do you know they are QUCKIER to make DECISIONS?  (i.e., stronger pain or greater 
value to the result for this sub-market)

5) Are they ABLE to pay to solve these problems?

6) Are they WILLING to pay to solve these problems?

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .
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This chart can be a bit hard to figure out if you have not had enough conversations.  You also need to 
make sure your “sub-markets” have enough differences between them.

List Sub-markets: 1) 2) 3) 4)

Unique? Why a 
sub-market?

Special Problems 
or Pains?

Why would they 
make Quicker 
Decisions?

How do you know 
they are ABLE and 
WILLING to pay?

Select your 
Sub-market 

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .
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DISCLAIMER (to cover myself):

This is a big issue that I attempt to drop into a small worksheet.  If you struggle with this, then I 
apologize.  I do offer you a chance to have a quick chat with me if you want to discuss it with me.  I 
will gladly take a little time to get to know you and help you with your next steps.

Find time in my schedule to chat about your business and let's get crystal clear about your next 
steps.  Http://leadersinthetrenches.com/Gene

For a case study on THE PROFITABLE NICHE listen to episode #130.  Listen to what Jason has 
done in the last 11 months by focusing on his specific audience.

Just a bit about me...My name is Gene Hammett.

I am a true entrepreneur.  Previously I ran a multi-million dollar 
business that struggled in the beginning, but my discovery of 
how to focus on the RIGHT aspects of business and STOP doing 
the other stuff resulted in massive profits and growth.  Now I 
am fiercely committed to working with high-achieving business 
owners who want to lead with confidence and achieve true 
financial freedom (in months, not years).  

As the Managing Director of Core Elevation, Inc., I help leaders 
transform from stagnate, stressed and struggling to thriving, growing, and loving their work.
I work with entrepreneurs who want to find the perfect match between their unique value and the 
people who will become their best clients and biggest fans. That perfect match is their “bullseye”, 
where they can add the most benefit and create the greatest wealth.  Unfortunately, most 
entrepreneurs never figure out how to find it. As a strategic business coach, my job is to help them 
hit it.

If you have any problems or questions with this worksheet.  Email it to me at gene@leadersinthetrenches.com .

http://leadersinthetrenches.com/130
http://leadersinthetrenches.com/Gene

